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Reinwald

Reinhardt

“From 1764 to 1768, 104 German colonies, with a total population of 23,019, were established along the Volga
River in Central Russia, in what were then the governments of Saratov and Samara. This vast territory was for the
most part, a treeless plain, or steppe, which had been inhabited by semi-savage tribes of Tartars, Bashirs, Kirghiz,
and Kulmucks.
In order to establish a bulwark against these tribes roving along the border, an attempt had been made by the
Russian government some years before to colonize this region with Russian settlers. The plan failed, however,
because Tartar hordes soon attacked and ravaged the settlements.
In 1763, the government tried a new plan. Instead of settling her own people in this region, Catherine II, in a
manifesto issued July 22, invited people of other nationalities to settle this Volga area, offering special privileges
as an inducement.” Text reproduced from Pietism and the Russian Germans in the United States, by George J.
Eisenach, published, 1946, The Berne Publishers, Berne, IN.
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#
101
color
102
B&W
103
104
color
104a
B&W
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ORDER FORM
description

quantity

price each

item
total

$ 200

BOOK, The Volga Germans their stories, Chicago/Krasnoyar
Volume 1 family edition/color text
BOOK, The Volga Germans their stories, Chicago/Krasnoyar
Volume 1 first edition/B&W text
BOOK, The Volga Germans their stories, their words…
Volume 2, FRANZ family, genealogy, notes, photos
BOOK, The Volga Germans their stories, their words..
Volume 3, VELLER/FELLER family, genealogy, notes, photos
BOOK, The Volga Germans their stories, their words..
Volume 3, VELLER/FELLER family, genealogy, notes, photos
CHART, Franz family Krasnojar; Dr. Pleve genealogy tree

$

60

$ 100
$ 290
$ 150
$

30

$

30

$

50

genealogy tree 1767-1900, approx 30 ” × 80 ” more than 600
people

106

CHART, Veller/Feller family Krasnojar; Dr. Pleve
genealogy tree 1767-1900, approx 30 ” × 40 ” more than 400
people

111

3 eBooks / CDROM, PDF format, 1,336 pages
The Volga Germans their stories, their words #s 101, 103 & 104

Slovaks; Brezova pod Bradlom > Chicago,
Martin, Slovakia > Whiting, IN

107

108

109

110

BOOK, first edition/color Brezova pod Bradlom to
Chicago, turn of the Century Slovak emigration with
VALKO & KARLIK genealogies and notes; 412pp + color covers
BOOK, first edition/B&W Brezova pod Bradlom to
Chicago, turn of the Century Slovak emigration with
VALKO & KARLIK genealogies and notes; 412pp + B&W covers
eBook / CDROM, PDF format, family edition/color
Brezova pod Bradlom to Chicago, turn of the Century
Slovak emigration with VALKO & KARLIK genealogies
and notes; 412pp + color covers; also contains eBook
version of item # 110 below
BOOK, VALKO family genealogy; Zaturcie/Martin Slovakia to
Whiting, Indiana; genealogies and notes; 46pp + color covers

$ 100

N/A

$

60

$

50

out of
print

subtotal >
Illinois residents ADD 7¾% sales tax >
ADD SHIPPING – USA BOOKS @ $ 8 each; CHARTS & CDROMs @ $ 4 each
foreign surface BOOKS @ $ 16 each; foreign airmail/post BOOKS @ $ 32 each
CHARTS & CDROMs @ $ 8 each

important note; printing and/or coping from eBooks 109 & 111 NOT ALLOWED

Questions, comments or suggestions will be cheerfully entertained—

total >

see item
# 109

page two of order form for credit card orders
snail mail or fax with Order Form page
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____DISCOVER
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authorized signature x____________________________
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325 W. Belden Ave
Chicago, IL 60614
773.477.8619 voice

773.935.9967 fax
george@georgevalko.com

